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ABSTRACT.
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Let us consider the operator
in the space L2(R"), where n is odd, It is known that (2), (6), (7) (ii) For every (11) s = Am -n + 6, where 6 > 0, it is possible to find a constant cs > 0 so that the inequality (12) ||äz||b. <cs holds for each k G 7V(e), where z -k2m.
PROOF. Choose some function cjo(z) continuous on R™ and satisfying conditions (5), (6), (7), and set Ln = (-A)m + qo-It is known [1] that the corresponding resolvent kernel Go(z,y, k) is continuous in some domain R" X R™ X JVe<, e' > 0, holomorphic on Ne> in k and for z, y G R", k G N(e'), (14), and a.e. on Rn,
where c, = q0 -q. Since (3), (11), (14), (15), (16) a.e. on R", (17) \v¡\<cX2m-n, I = 1,2,_ Because of (13), (15), (16), (17), there exists a subsequence v». converging in L2_s to v, and a.e. on R™, (18) v(x)= Í G0(x,y,0)q1(y)v(y)dy.
It follows from (18) (see [1] ) that v € <j>. Because of (10), (U) we conclude that v -0 a.e. on R™. This contradicts (15); therefore (i) is proved. In order to prove (ii), suppose there exist some s, defined by (11) and (14), / G L2 and a sequence k¡ -> 0, kl G Sm, so that ||u¡||-í ~* °°> where u/ = RZlf, z\ = k2m. Set v¡ -||uj||IgUí. As above we obtain uj. -> 0 in L2_s, which contradicts (15). So the proof is complete.
COROLLARY. Let the conditions of Theorem 1 be satisfied. Then the strong where z = fc2m, k G Sm, and ||j(fc)||B, -* 0 as fc -> 0. Moreover if j/2m is not an integer, then pj is a finite rank operator.
